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We assess Official (manual) and Automated (consensus) forecasts in the context of exploring when and where the
Automated Forecast can sensibly replace the Official Forecast. The Official forecasts are manually prepared by
forecasters and issued to the public. The Automated forecasts are bias-corrected consensus forecasts based on a
poor-man’s-ensemble of local and international NWP.

Overall verification statistics can mask interesting detail including performance of forecasting extreme events. To
guard against this we complement summary statistics with graphs of Relative Economic Value for various events
including those considered extreme or hazardous.

We demonstrate our work based on using forecasts of Minimum Temperature to predict extreme events of
the Minimum Temperature exceeding 25◦C. We compare and contrast the treatment of a single-valued forecast
such as Minimum Temperature to an explicitly probabilistic forecast, such as the chance of precipitation exceeding
50mm in 24 hours.

Converting a single-valued forecast to a binary forecast for an event in a naïve manner will only be opti-
mal for users with cost-loss ratios near 0.5. This is true if there is 50% chance of exceeding the forecast value, as
is typical for un-biased temperature forecasts. Users with low [high] cost-loss ratios may get value from a naïve
interpretation of the forecast. However, their optimal strategy, so as to achieve a high hit rate [low false-alarm
rate], is to act when the forecast exceeds a lower [higher] threshold than the event of interest.

For probabilistic forecasts it is common to examine the potential or calibrated Relative Economic Value
curve. For single-valued forecasts we use a similar technique to create a potential Relative Economic Value curve.
For each cost-loss ratio, we report the maximum relative economic value a user can obtain by a judicious choice
of forecast threshold. For example, for an event of an overnight minimum temperature exceeding 25◦C, a user
with a cost-loss ratio of 0.1 may choose to act when the forecast minimum temperature is greater than 23◦C.

By considering these potential Relative Economic Value curves we show that the general finding, that the
Automated (consensus) forecast performs better than the Official (manual) forecast, also holds when using the
forecasts to predict extremes.


